MARS A/C Condenser Pads

MARS is pleased to offer a full line of Air Conditioning Condenser Pads. These dark gray plastic pads are molded from polypropylene. The lightweight, one piece constructed pads are virtually unbreakable and built to last. Two and three inch thick pads are available.

Features & Benefits:
- UV stable – prevents weathering or cracking
- Chemical resistant
- Solid wall construction
- Will not chip or crack
- Lightweight
- Textured surface – prevents condensers and heat pumps on vertical walls. Brackets include mounting holes and are finished in a durable gray powder coat.
- Unique footpads – prevent unit from sliding
- Size molded in side of pad
- Drillable for attachment of unit
- Rugged, easy to handle
- Weed wackers won’t destroy the corners

MARS A/C Mounting Brackets

Heavy duty engineered steel A/C brackets are used for mounting A/C condensers and heat pumps on vertical walls. Brackets include mounting holes and are finished in a durable gray powder coat.

MARS Universal Mini-Split Condenser Wall Mount Brackets

MARS mini-split brackets are available in four sizes to accommodate mounting of popular mini-split compressors. Bracket kits include mounting hardware and vibration absorbers for a professional installation. Pre-assembled vertical supports speed installation.

- Powder Coat Finish - resists rust and corrosion
- Mounting and attachment hardware included
- Bracket width and depth adjust to accommodate compressor size
- Vibration pads included for a durable and quiet installation
- Pre-assembled vertical supports reduce installation time

Anti-Vibration Pads

MARS offers a complete line of anti-vibration pads. These high quality rubber pads provide maximum loading of 60 lbs. per square inch. Anti-vibration pads can be used on any type of mechanical/electrical machines such as pumps, motors, air conditioning units, generators, compressors, etc. The plain rubber pads have grooves on both sides. The cork rubber pads are the same but with the added advantage of reduction in sound level. The natural rubber Iso-Pads can be easily cut for odd sized dimensions under equipment legs and supports. The use of these pads eliminates the need for bolting down equipment to the floor. These Iso-Pads provide superior isolation, attenuation and vibration characteristics.